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HB 2718 Protects Youths, Ensures Accurate Proceedings, and Helps Prevent Wrongful Convictions 

 By requiring youths to speak with a lawyer before youths may waive their constitutional rights. 
 

What are Miranda Rights?1 
 The 1966 US Supreme Court case of Miranda v. Arizona establishes that whenever a person is taken into police custody, they 

cannot be questioned until they have been advised of their Fifth Amendment right not to self-incriminate. 
 The Miranda Rights are: the right to remain silent, advice that anything one says can and will be used against one in a court 

of law, the right to have an attorney, and if one is unable to afford an attorney, the right to have an attorney appointed at no 
cost—these rights are inconsistently phrased many ways with many different words.  

 The same warnings given to youths are the same warnings given to adults—research suggests that at least a 10th grade 
reading level is required for comprehension.2 

 Over 90 % of youths waive these rights when speaking to police3 
 

Youths are Fundamentally Different 
 Youths are not like adults when it comes to understanding and invoking their rights.4 
 Youths’ age and intelligence are the primary factors when it comes to understanding their rights.5 
 Youths are “physiologically incapable” of thinking like adults.6 
 “Capacity to reason is based on “brain development and growth” more than “intellectual development.”7 
 “The frontal cortex of the brain, which is used in making informed decisions, is the last part of the brain to develop and 

therefore is of decreased ability in juveniles.”8 
 “The adolescent’s sense of time, lack of future orientation, labile emotions, calculus of risk and gain, and vulnerability to 

pressure will often drive him or her to make very different decisions than an adult would in similar circumstances.”9 
  The difference becomes more apparent in situations of stress, such as police interrogations or court proceedings.10 

   
Youths and Procedural Fairness are Protected when Youths have Attorneys 

 Please watch TED Talk given by Kim Dvorchak, former Executive Director of the National Juvenile Defender Center on 
“Why Juveniles Need Good Lawyers”: (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OfL5JmZnkI8) 11 

 Although entitled to legal representation, many juveniles do not have legal representation when interrogated.12 
 “Juveniles cannot in many circumstances give a truly valid waiver.  It is nearly impossible for psychiatric experts, much less 

police officers or judges, to distinguish valid waivers by juveniles from invalid ones.”13 
 

For questions or comments contact Mary A. Sell, OSB # 111401*Legislative Representative, Oregon Criminal Defense Lawyers Association 
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